Anastasiia Vasiukhina
From: Moscow, Russia
Studies: Biomedical Engineering

Please briefly describe your research:
Right now, I work with nanoparticles for cancer therapy applications.

Why did you choose Purdue?
During the summer before my senior year, I participated in Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) program here at Purdue. I really liked the biomedical engineering department, the lab I was working in, my research advisors, the amazing collaborative environment, as well as outstanding facilities that Purdue had to offer. When SURF was over, I realized that I really wanted to come back here for grad school. So I did.

What is your favorite fact about Purdue?
The fact that Purdue is one of the best engineering schools in the country.

Name one to three words that best describes your work?
Innovative, challenging, collaborative.

Where do you spend most of your time on campus?
In the lab, on the 3rd floor of Martin Jischke Hall of Biomedical Engineering.

If you have free time, how do you spend it?
Hanging out with friends, working out, watching movies, cooking, reading, or taking a power nap.

Current mobile device/computer:
IPad; Dell.

What apps, software, or tools can’t you live without?
Now that I’m in grad school, I cannot live without Box and Google Calendar. I will probably survive without YouTube, Facebook and Instagram if I have to, but I definitely use those apps a lot as well.

What’s your workspace setup like?
My desk in the grad student office is an organized chaos (and I’m pretty sure that I’m the only person who sees some degree of organization in it), but guess what? Recently, I’ve read an article saying that a messy desk is a sign of a genius. So everything makes perfect sense now.

What’s your best time-saving shortcut or life hack?
If you are very tired but don’t have much time to rest, take a 25 minute nap (exactly 25 minutes!). Afterwards, you will feel recharged without feeling sleepy. I have been using this method for years—it works wonders!

What do you listen to while you work?
When I work and need to concentrate, I prefer complete silence. However, if I am working late in the lab and need to stay awake, I will listen to Imagine Dragons—it’s my favorite band.

What is (are) your career goal(s)?
I would prefer to keep those to myself at this point, as I believe that actions speak louder than words.

What’s the best advice you’ve ever received?
Don’t worry about anything too much, no matter what it is, because this too shall pass.

What’s your favorite to-do list manager (Pencil/paper is ok)? Why?
I like to write everything down on paper, because crossing things off the to-do list literally gives me as much joy as eating a dessert.
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PURDUE GRADUATE PROGRAMS

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Sciences Education and Communication
Agronomy
Animal Sciences
Biochemistry
Botany and Plant Pathology
Entomology
Food Science
Forestry and Natural Resources
Horticulture

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
Defense Engineering and Technology
Biomedical Sciences
Ecological Sciences and Engineering
Information Security
Life Science

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES
Consumer Science
Health and Kinesiology
Health Sciences
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Human Development and Family Studies
Nursing
Nutrition
Psychological Sciences
Public Health
Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
American Studies
Anthropology
Art
Communication
Comparative Literature
Design
English
History
Languages and Cultures
Linguistics
Philosophy
Political Sciences
Sociology
Theatre

KRANNERT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
Business Analytics and Information Management
Economics
Finance
Global Supply Chain Management
Management
Marketing
Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
Mathematics
Physics
Statistics

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
Basic Medical Sciences
Comparative Pathobiology
Veterinary Clinical Sciences

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Aeronautics and Astronautics
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Engineering Education
Engineering Management
Environmental and Ecological Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Interdisciplinary Engineering
Materials Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering

PURDUE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Aviation Technology and Management
Computer and Information Technology
Computer Graphics Technology
Construction Management Technology
Engineering Technology
Technology
Technology, Leadership, and Innovation

Find more information at purdue.edu/gradschool/academics/graduate-degree-programs

Purdue is centrally located in West Lafayette, Indiana - approximately two hours south of Chicago, Illinois and one hour north of Indianapolis, IN.

Questions? Email gradinfo@purdue.edu